West of Alice

Scenic trips into the West MacDonnell Ranges were once regarded as the realm of 4WDs only. Like many places in the Northern Territory, a few good roads have made stunning scenery open to regular cars and coaches. While we don’t recommend you tackle Finke Gorge National Park in a rented Corolla, there’s plenty of stunning scenery to be enjoyed as you roam west of Alice along Namatjira Drive. By Ewen Bell.

“As you head further west, the landscape grows ever more grand in scale.”

This is perhaps more fun for drivers than photographers, but there are some lovely spots to shoot as you get into Palm Valley, especially if some of the water courses are offering reflections off flat water. Note that most 4WD rentals out of Alice Springs specifically exclude access to these roads, and in sections they’re genuinely challenging, requiring experience dealing with soft sand and boulder crawling. There are plenty of other highlights you can access without going this far "off-road."
“For just a few minutes each day the sun rises directly over head and lights up the entire chasm”

Standley Chasm is one of the easiest-to-reach highlights in the West MacDonnell Ranges and offers a good introduction to the natural charms of this landscape. Brilliant orange and red rocks have split apart to reveal the geology that lies deep within the ranges; quartzite and sandstone pushed up from what was once a prehistoric inland sea.

As you head further west, the landscape grows ever more grand and winding Tributary Creek plunges into a deep dark lake. Gorges and gaps like this one are especially important as they create microclimates that retain water and are far wetter than the surrounding area. The geology of the gorges is the foundation for species diversity in the region, with 65% of plants in the Northern Territory found in these modest-sized ranges.

Ellery Creek is one of the best places in the West MacDonnell to take a swim, but as you move from the sun-soaked and winds through seasonal creek beds, you can get your own bird’s-eye view by looking across the flood plains, the intense

Ellery Creek

Another 30 minutes west along Namatjira Drive is Ellery Creek Big Hole, a larger version of Standley Chasm where the orange quartzite plunges into a deep dark lake. Gorges and gaps like this one are especially important as they create microclimates that retain water and are far wetter than the surrounding area. The geology of the gorges is the foundation for species diversity in the region, with 65% of plants in the Northern Territory found in these modest-sized ranges.

Ellery Creek is one of the best places in the West MacDonnell to take a swim, but as you move from the sun-soaked and winds through seasonal creek beds, you can get your own bird’s-eye view by looking across the flood plains, the intense

Spinifex grass and the bold ridge lines in red make for inspiring landscape photography in the late afternoon and early morning. There’s no shortage of places to park the 4WD so you can go for a walk while you’re there.

Just over 100km west of Alice Springs, the Ochre Pits are a colourful diversion from the red rocks and ghost gums. Ranging in tones from crimson to white to orange, the soft beds of ochre are a cultural treasure for the traditional land owners of the region. Even without an Indigenous guide to walk you through the site, there’s plenty to take in. You’re not allowed to touch the ochre, but the bizarre formations and hues of the rock are themselves like a massive painting created by the forces of nature.

Gorgeous gorge

Glen Helen Gorge is the next stop down the highway, now a little over 130km from Alice Springs. The gorge itself is spectacular and the first sighting from the highway is worth a roadside stop. Looking across the flood plains, the intense

Travel Tip

Find out more

The best source of information when planning a trip into the West MacDonnell is at: gow.ruwa.westmacks

**DRIVING RANGE**
- Alice Springs to Standley Chasm: 50km (1hr 20mins)
- Alice Springs to Ellery Creek: 17km (30mins)
- Alice Springs to Ochre Pits: 111km (2hrs 10mins)
- Alice Springs to Glen Helen Gorge: 132km (2hrs 40mins)
- Alice Springs to Ormiston Gorge: 135km (2hrs 50mins)
- Alice Springs to Standley Chasm: 50km (1hr 20mins)

**Photography**

- Winter
  - Milky Way: Shot on 1D MkIV; 70-200mm; f/3.2; ISO 1600
  - GuMs in FloWerinG: Shot on 1D MkIV; 24mm; f/13; ISO 400

- Winter
  - Waiting for the StArS above TnorAlA
  - 1/80sec; ISO 400

- Winter
  - Driving rAnGe
  - 5756
In the late afternoon the light is bright and vivid. Orange of the ranges dips low to the horizon to make way for the Finke River. Up close the gorge is almost too large to fully appreciate, a massive wall of quartzite and granite. Helicopter flights are possible here so you can see the geological setting from up high. Only then can you fully appreciate the dramatic folding and reshaping of the landscape that has taken place over many millions of years. From the air you can also get great views of Mt Sonder to the far west of the ranges, and Ormiston Gorge just a little further down the road.

Two miles
A sunset lookout spot has been built between Ormiston and Glen Helen Gorge, where you can watch the sun retreat behind the peaks of Mt Sonder. It’s an epic sight as the last rays of light drift across the spinifex and light up the gums along Finke River. Nearby is a modest turn-off called “Finke Two Mile” and this represents the iconic camping experience for visitors to the region. Sandy river banks are lined with massive gum trees and smooth rocks, worn down by centuries of flooding. At night under the empty sky this patch of the West MacDonell Ranges is very quiet and the ideal place to practice some star trails. With the campfire barely more than red embers, we tried a few shots of the Milky Way, our camper van and sheltering trees brightly illuminated by the glow.

The best of Finke Two Mile happens the next morning, with the early light offering reflections over the water and down the river. Glen Helen Gorge comes into view as you shoot to the south, throwing bright red cliffs into the compositions. If you’re lucky birds will provide some interest for the long lens as well, and we enjoyed a few hours watching a White-necked Heron hunting for a snack in the reeds of Finke River. The powered campsites at Glen Helen Gorge are handy when you need to recharge the batteries, or if you just need a hot shower, but the photographic charms of Finke Two Mile make it an essential stop for your visit. Converting remote locations like this into photographic inspiration is exactly what makes a 4WD camper van option worth the extra effort.

A 20-minute walk from Ormiston Gorge car park gets you up above the spinifex and ghost gums to look down on Ormiston Creek as it cuts a path through the ranges. In the late afternoon the light is bright and vivid, highlighting the Ghost Gums, but don’t wait too long or the gorge itself is plunged into shadows. If you have all day, the Pound Walk offers four hours of terrain along the surrounding ridge line, and this alone is worth the drive from Alice Springs. It’s an epic sight as the last rays of light drift across the spinifex and light up the gums along Finke River. Nearby is a modest turn-off called “Finke Two Mile” and this represents the iconic camping experience for visitors to the region. Sandy river banks are lined with massive gum trees and smooth rocks, worn down by centuries of flooding.
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Driving Tnorala
At the very western end of the West MacDonnell is a small nature reserve of immense charm. Tnorala Conservation Reserve is an isolated pocket of reserve easily accessed from the main road, but contained inside a naturally formed crater. From inside the reserve you can see the rim in all directions, and a few spots along the walking trails offer some of the most spectacular scenery anywhere west of Alice Springs.

Just getting to Tnorala Conservation Reserve is a joy, with winding sections of road hugging the landscape. Tylers Pass Lookout is a great spot for late afternoon viewing.

The trouble when you visit Tnorala is that overnight camping isn’t permitted, and the site is a long drive from any campsites. Be prepared for some serious night driving if you want to capture sunset from the eastern edge of the crater. If you do decide to stay around for the last light, then you’re going to tempted to stay a little longer and take advantage of the pure isolation to shoot more stars. Rock formations and dead trees are abundant to add interest when composing the night sky.

A few kilometres past the Tnorala turn off, the highway hits a junction, with Kings Canyon in one direction and Finke Gorge National Park in the other. Finke takes you back to Alice Springs while the King Canyon option leads further south to Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park. If you have more than a week to spare then the big loop is one of Australia’s truly great experiences, but note that a permit and 4WD are both essential to tackle the route from Tnorala to Kings Canyon.

The route back to Alice Springs goes via Hermannsburg and the home of the late Albert Namatjira, now turned into a museum site. This cultural element is something to treasure, not only for the man himself but the other artists who live near the historic part of Hermannsburg and share their artwork as well.

Hopping home
On our drive the absence of wildlife was palpable. By travelling in winter the weather conditions are very mild and you avoid most of the reptiles. You still see plenty of bird life, especially at the watering holes, plus the continued arrival of winter rains in recent years has led to plenty of mice and an abundance of Barn Owls. After dark the owls gather along the roadside and prey on small marsupials and mice. Driving at speed in the dark we often had to slow down to avoid ghostly and motionless owls sitting in the middle of the road.

The recent greening of the desert has also meant that Kangaroos are doing well, but staying far away from people. Your chances of spotting wallabies and roos are surprisingly slim. Only on the very last afternoon before returning to Alice Springs did we see any macropods, a few kangaroos hopping away as we drive through the Owen Springs Reserve in search of a campsite.

This little patch of wilderness is very close to Alice Springs and often overlooked by travellers. Dry river beds and grassy plains are as enjoyable here as in the Finke Gorge National Park, and it’s worth a stop if you want somewhere close to town for the first night of camping in a new 4WD rental. Keep an eye out for kangaroos in the early light – it might be the best opportunity to spot one for your entire West MacDonnell adventure.

To see more of Ewen’s work, check out photographyfortravellers.com

“A permit and 4WD are both essential to tackle the route from Tnorala to Kings Canyon”